
TE MIRO Y ME VEO. LORETO BLANCO SALGUEIRO
ENGLISH TEXTS

VINTHIA
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
114 x 162 cm

VINTHIA - Somos auga

I'm an undine, a water creature. I live in water in order to offer beauty and purity. 

The waters are your being. Stop mistreating yourselves and understand that what you do to the waters,
you do to yourselves.

I'm a creature of the water and I take care of it, I clean it, I sing to it, I appreciate it, I respect and
venerate it as myself, because I'm also in it, with it, part of it. 

Also, I have to advance, understanding that you're water, and as water, my role is to look after you,
respect you and understand that I'm part of you, with you, for you.

Let's advance together, humans.

ABUNTU
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
114 x 162 cm

ABUNTU - A forza do que xunta

I encompass, I unite, I gather. I'm a uniting force, a mixing power, an abundance since we're all one. 

I'm flowing water, I'm a leaf, I'm a tree, I'm land, I'm stone, I'm air, I'm what you see around you, without
any separation. Everything is linked to an extraordinary force, that force that also links your dimension
with mine.

All the creatures of the earth are linked together in me. A force of abundance, of fullness, of consistence in
unity. Nobody is smaller or bigger because we complete each other, reminding us what we've forgotten.

Together, inside, we're fullness and strength.

ROOM 5



MÁGNIMO
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
81 x 92 cm

MÁGNIMO - Fragmento del alma colectiva humana

I see you, knowing what you're looking at. 

Beyond, there's a lot more you don't know yet. Open up to receive it and you'll find the essence of 
what is profoundly natural for you. 

The light of your eyes will guide you in this beautiful journey of darkness and shadows.

Beauty and light are already part of you; by harmonising yourself with them, you'll find your treasure.

My presence is in you and in each one of you, since I'm a piece of humankind's collective soul, very old,
eternal.

ÓRBIDUS - La expresión de la consciencia

I'm awareness,
awareness that emits subtle vibrations of energy and pulsars all around. 
Awareness of being, of life. 
I'm life on the plane of your awareness, 
another dimension that is also in you,
and it opens up to new possibilities of understanding existence.

I'm the call of your awareness now, which expands and ascends upwards, as well as its anchorage towards
the earth. 

I settle on this 3D plane of experiences, emotions, integrations, and I connect them and lead them to my
awareness, inwards and upwards.

Our spirit grows and expands continuously, being nourished by the foundation of the earth. 
What happens here and now, on this place, changes everything in other dimensions.

I settle on the earth with the light of awareness as a vehicle of knowledge. 

I'm you who's liking at me, each one of you. 
The mirror that reminds you that you're awareness in expansion.

Awareness brings ups and downs of understanding. 
Don't doubt. 
Give yourself time in each phase. 
Feel. 
Don't hurry the phases of advancement and integration. 
Seek the calm in you, 
the tranquillity of your spirit beside you, 
happy to live in coherence. 

From there on everything happens by itself, 
and you just have to let it be.

ÓRBIDUS
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
81 X 92 cm



ÁNTHALAM
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
146 x 114 cm

ÁNTHALAM - Sentir el instante

I look at you in silence.

Stop and cling strongly to this instant. It has so much to offer you!

The water, the sun, the sky, the tree are there with you, to live the experience of life together, united. 

You already know. Just let it be now and it'll last forever.

Stop and feel me/you more if you want to live in fullness.

LA MAGA
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
116 X 89 cm

LA MAGA - Recordar tus conocimientos aunándote

All together. One is inside the other.

You have many beings in your own being. 
You contain their information. 
The information of everything that has happened throughout time. 
Precise information that makes each one of you wizards of knowledge.

And you've been a woman, a man and...
You've re-enacted so many scenes of life! 
Your spirit is eternal, 
your magical and prodigious being, 
capable of great achievements if you look inwards and let yourself remember.

Your inner flame burns like a fire that sheds light without burning. 
Open your arms, 
your heart
and your entire being
to the full knowledge of yourself. 

The moment has arrived and it's easier than you think.



NÓLGUEN
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
114 x 130 cm

NÓLGUEN, CUSTODIO DE SERES - El espacio que reconstituye el fluido vital

The energy network is so extensive… It's an infinite fabric of threads that interact with each other and
that can move according to the vibrational flow of the energy we possess... It constitutes for me a very
subtle energetic flow.

I keep the space of transition of beings until they are ready to continue. I keep watch over their rest…
Their presences are so bewildered, tired or fearful that they decide to close their eyes and rest, stop, be
reconstituted, until they feel strong enough again to continue their existence.

I take care of their vital space. My presence gives them the tranquillity they need in order to let
themselves be and yield to the process of reconstruction. 
I'm the very spacein which they position themselves. 
I'm like the cave in which you found me, the presence of the cave itself. 
I generate a space that comforts and reconstructs. 
I'm the space that welcomes and heals. 
I can take on whatever shape I want in orderto speak to you now, but I'm a space not a form. In my space
you remember again, you return to the understanding of your being, of your process of lives. There're
severely wounded souls that need a lot of rest and reposein order tocome around, to remember again.
You can return to this space when you need to because you've already been here and you can do it again;
you know how. Feel it whenever you need to recover your luminous and vital fluid. 

I'm Nólguen, the custodian of beings.

DAESS
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
116 x 89 cm

DAESS - Ser en la profundidad de la Tierra

Beyond the earth I find myself drowsy, hidden, in the depth of the caves. 
My time ended long ago. 
Before humans appeared on earth, we lived in this space happily and gratefully. 
My connection with the earth is absolute. 
I lie dormant in it until it's time to return to the surface.
My desire is to come out whenever I want, to interact with you.
My arms are open. 

On top of my head there is a tribute to the power of animals.
The reflection of what is above is below, 
the link with the sky and the surface, firmly anchored to the earth. 

New ways of life are approaching. 
Earth, force, power in the terrestrial anchorage. 
Cosmic antennae in action, connecting us.
May you have peace, in your heart, lover of the earth.

I'm an ancient creature awaiting for the moment to return...



STORM
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 x 33 cm

STORM - Enciende tu corona de fuego, tu sol

The crown of fire that frees up space belongs to you.
Crown yourself with the fire that regenerates time, it belongs to you.
Light up the crown that you have borne since your birth in order to regenerate your life, your vital space,
your possibilities of being.
The sun of your being accompanies you in order to light up your stay on the earth, your passage and your
transition in this place that you now occupy.
Be a fire, a divine spark, regeneration, movement.
The earth will strengthen you in order to walk along your way.

ÁNGORA
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
116 x 146 cm

ÁNGORA - Presencia de la tierra en expansión hacia el cielo

I'm the presence of the original, ancient Earth. 
Impassive, I align myself with the roots of the earth and make its energy ascend skywards. 
Like a spring, out of me flows the original stream of the presence of the body creature and of the light 
and energy creature. 
Like a beacon, I shine light upwards, becoming part of the earth with love and acceptance.
My voice sings to you. 
My eyes see whatyou're hiding and I embrace you, sweetly.

I'm on Earth, under the water. Primitive, primeval, with my original song now silenced and which I bring
for you. 
Sing it with the heart of your presence in the here and now. 
Sing it to bring back the memory of your genuine being, of your purity and light.
Shed light on what is alive, on what your see, what you touch, do it with your voice and lull the souls,
like the water of this stream in which you've found me.

GUS Y SU HERMANO MAYOR - Conexión a otras sabidurías para caminar con coherencia

There is wisdom that you can connect with, in order to advance along the path of your creative work.

Listen to your older brothers, whose presence may prove to be very improbable, and keep your 
attention on what you do, say and think. 
Become a coherent being and set in motion what you know.

GUS Y SUS HERMANOS MAYORES
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 x 33 cm



GAEL
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 X 35 cm

GAEL - Ser luz en la densidad

The light of our fountain is beating to give you the impulse that you need. At each instant, this light
comes to you.
I'm a pulse.
I'm a breath of light. 
Calm down. 
Settle down. Breathe. 
Set aside your tension, your expectations. 
Yield to the pulse of your light, on your forehead and higher up.
Don't oblige yourself to do anything. 
Be gentle.
Be light in your density. 
Lighten your loads. 

The light above you and under your foot will sustain your density in your lightness.
Be aware that you're a creature of light on earth, and what this means. 

Lightness and density. 
Wisdom and vastness.

IROSTEL
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
54 x 65 cm

IROSTEL -  La vida del agua

I'm a creature of the land, a lover of the surfaces of streams, rivers, lagoons, lakes, ponds... 

I have a distrusting gaze. I'm not sure that you know how to integrate with us in the future. Your
arrogance is annoying and your high-handedness reflects a frightful immaturity and unawareness. 

Even so, I know that you're creatures with great potential for loving. If only you knew how to listen
to what you experience, you'd have hope. 

We can continue without you, but with you it would be wonderful, if your potential was active.

I deal with taking care of movement in freshwater, the harmony of the whirlpools, of the currents,
of the temperature states, of the silences and sounds that they give rise to. I'm part of the life in water.
Showing love to what you see, you make us vibrate. Appreciating the beauty of what you see, you convey
your gratitude to us.

And if you dedicate a sing to us, that makes us so joyful, making the vibration of the water rise up in
turn.

Sing your song to us when you come back!



SOHAN - Orden y equilibrio en el espacio vital

We contain a legacy. 
The Earth's fertility cannot be passed off as being a generator of power and wisdom. Even when you think
that everything is for your subsistence, that's not the case. That which is for you now and here, is part of
what many others also share. There's an abundance for everyone. 

Existence is multiplied in species that are generous in their stay here, with their system of understanding
life. Everyone manages to understand the totality of what every shared existence encompasses. 
Humans have to know and feel that they are just one more species of those that exist now, and that they
can unite the existences by virtue of their capacity for experiencing their own particular needs. 

Harmony in the nature that surrounds you is in your hands now. The others are already prepared. Will you
be able to live up to what's coming?
Feeling that everything forms part of the same existence, without trying to ruin any species, of any type.

The sword that I'm holding is that of order and harmony. This balance is the nature around you, but also
inside you. What's inside is outside. What's up is down. What's in the sky is on the earth.

I'm Sohan, the mirror that reminds you that you're more than what you see, and that part of your learning
is bringing balance and order to your vital space. 

Don't forget: What you are inside, you are outside. 
Inside is the same as outside.

SOHAN
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
116 X 114 cm

LIRIAN - El despliegue de tu fantasía

I'm a creature of the air. I've come to show you a way of recreating fantasy.

Find and take care of the light of your heart, 
that which guides you along new, fantastic paths. 
The light that'll give you back your wings of freedom. 
The wings will take you to where your fantasy lets them go. Everything is possible if you let the fantasy
take you.

Spread your wings, wings of purity, 
wings of delicacy, 
of joy, 
de harmony,
of good associations.
Wings that bring a gift for you. 
Receive it and discover it.

Let enthusiasm be a companion of your heart and of your mind.

LIRIAN
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
81 X 81 cm



BUOLL
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 X 35 cm

BUOLL - La reconexión vital

Before coming, remember what it was.
The action leads you to the place where you, originally, wanted to go.
The action takes you to where you were once fully convinced of going.
Now is your moment. Your space. The opportunity of carrying out your mission, the reason for your 
existence.
Each one has to reencounter, remember, redirect. To give meaning to their existence, to recover 
the rhythm of the life that is within you.
The energy will return to you when you connect with your vital motivation.

BIAMBA
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 X 35 cm

BIAMBA - Las dudas de la desconfianza

In my mirror, you'll see suspension and mistrust, and you'll see that it leads you to a permanent doubt.
I'm the reflection of your mistrust, that which leads you to hide yourself, to live secluded, intimidated,
protected.
I've come to remind you that you're free. 
Prudence is not incompatible with freedom. 
Take small steps, at your own pace, and let the opportunities come to you. Be bold.
Suspiciousness will be integrated into your personality and will give you a certain sense of humour. 

Mmmm... Why not do it?

LEGADO
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 X 35 cm

LEGADO -  La liberación de los deshechos

The light of my eyes has disappeared. I'm what remains. 
I represent the excessthat you don't release.
My mirror is now my way of showing you what you become when you don't get rid of the useless things
you're clinging to.

I've come to show you how you look when you're dogged by pains, rages, fears, which have hardened 
your spirit and need to go, in order to leave space. 
Your vital energy will depend on you.

You've got one life. Leave space in order to live it. 
Integrate the experience of pain, of anger, of fear, make them the driving force and do not drag 
the anchor along.
Let the earth collect it and transform it. 
Feel free again and laugh about your sadness, adding humour and wide-ranging perspectives 
to your life.



DAYSHÁ
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 X 35 cm

DAYSHÁ - La atención a tus pensamientos

I look at you with attention, just as I do with everything around me.
The attention accompanies your awakening with rhythm, by awakening your awareness. 

Are all the thoughts that come to you yours? Do you think of them on purpose, with your will? Or do
they come alone, as if someone placed them there.

Be attentive to these thoughts and don't let them choke you and fill all of your mind. Be aware of those
that are yours and, in the case of the others, stop them, let them go, they don't belong to you.

Empty your mind of what is not yours and feel free to focus on where you want to go. 
Be attentive! Be free.

Leave space for your awakening and be aware of the type of thoughts that you have or that come to you.

ROOM 4

SCRASH
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 X 33 cm

SCRASH - La confianza en el sentir

Awaken.
Open your heart to the universe, 
to the awareness of the gift of life that you've been given. 
Create your reality, finding inspiration in your profound and free-flowing feelings. 
Be free-flowing and learn to trust what you hear, what you feel.

NOMÓN -  La ternura de un corazón humilde

A curious and timid gaze. 
Elusive.
A wave of light expanding in time, 
vibrating, quiet.
The beauty and force of what is small, 
without prominences, 
hidden in the background, 
activating the light of the surface, 
with heart and without losing one's spirit. 
Tender.

NOMÓN
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 X 33 cm



DELFIA
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 X 33 cm

DELFIA - Concebir lo inconcebible

From the water, I look at you and see myself. 
I'm the surprise of a new way of seeing life, of understanding what used to be strange or couldn't even 
be conceived. 
The flow of the instant that passes through time, in order to stop for a moment and look at you.
To conceive what was inconceivable, 
giving it space and time to let it exist is what is coming now. 

Prepare yourself for an unconceivable life,
full of surprises and renewed energy. 
Without resisting, 
letting it be, 
without fear, 
loving.

CAPDRIÁN
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 X 33 cm

CAPDRIÁN - Fluir aunando

In the water I flow freely, I'm movement and connection with the deep, from the surface. I unite and
gather together areas and families of water creatures.

The space-time encompassing me is going at a different speed than yours. I have a dense aqueous body
that cannot be seen by human eyes, but only by those of other water creatures. 
I only stop so that you can see me. 
Connecting with humans is a pleasure. 
You're also water creatures, contained in vital ponds.
The flow of your water also has different speeds. 
Being in watertight bodies doesn't mean that you feel shut in. Your water enables you to connect
wonderfully with the air and earth. Offering them is your gift, and if you activate it, you'll be able
to achieve great things.

You're creatures that are so special and complete!
There're infinite possibilities within your entire being. Don't hold them back, don't live merely within a
watertight body; it's a limited illusion of your options. Flow from within and multiply your visions and
possibilities of interacting with your surroundings.
Unite and encompass everything since, like shoals of fish moving in unison, you're water creatures on
land and in the air. Connect with your surroundings and flow in full harmony and oneness.

I'm merely a reflection of what's in you. Thanks for coming and listening to me, water creature on land.



NIANLIH
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 x 33 cm

NIANLIH - Quemar lo necesario

I'm a fire for what remains to be burnt in you, to be taken to its end.
I'm a fire, giving you the power to burn pressures, fears, rages...
I'm a fire in you, and an opportunity to renew your space, 
emptying unnecessary weights, 
lightening your being of everything that you no longer need to bear... 
It's your choice... you're a fire. Do you want to experience yourself? 
Just do it. My presence is always in you.

XAIA
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 x 33 cm

XAIA - La impermanencia de la vida

We know nothing. 
Nothing remains.
Nothing matters. 
Nothing is eternal, in a single state of permanence.
Impermanence is the original state in everything. 
Life that recreates itself, overcoming states, 
moments, intentions, 
letting the spark of life flow through it and create,
transform, transmute. 
Life is a state of permanent transformation.
Let it flow to your being and don't resist impermanence. 
If you let the original life exist, your core will be stabilised,
and you'll face whatever comes without tottering, 
integrating what is new.

MIAH Y KRONTO - La fuerza y la estrategia aunadas

We're two presences united as one.
We're strength and strategy.
Both combined bring success to what we undertake.
The shrewdness that involves meditating and getting ahead of the movements around us gives us lucidity
and full attention.
Everything moves subtly at each instant, and this moves us in turn. Where do you want to go?
Direct the movement and see.
Feel the strategy required to do so.
The force of conviction and shrewdness combined are the key toattaining objectives, new movements.
Move yourself and see!

MIAH Y KRONTO
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 X 33 cm



EMMBLAMA
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
146 X 114 cm

EMMBLAMA - La llama del corazón

I'm light here and now, breaking the infinity of possibilities that a profound encounter requires. 
I'm light for shining in a new world. 
I'm light for burning into pieces and re-emerging stronger and full of understanding and love for what IS.
I burn without violence, in peace. 
May your heart burn like this because you're also a creature of the light.

SABREL
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 x 33 cm

SABRELL - Atención plena a los acontecimientos del presente

Your entire being is burning with wisdom, light and shade. 
Look after your fire, observe and breathe your interior combustion. 
Your fire creature invites you to establish a new way of life: Burning within, living to the full. 

Your capacity for maintaining your fullness involves burning the excess at each instant. Feel how the
useless things that come to you are turned into ashes. Keep your inner space clean, your energy,
which you have to constantly refuel. 

You're energy in combustion.
You're afire.

GOLANDAR
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 X 33 cm

GOLANDAR - Arde con amor

Relax inside and smile at the life vibrating within you. 
The gift of your fire of life is wonderful. 
Do you know that? 
Do you feel it?
Put your heart into your thinking and burn with love for the life you've been given,
grateful, 
aware.



STOMKRAIM
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
146 x 114 cm

STOMKRAIM - La alquimia del espíritu

I'm a being of amendment.
I pick up the remains of the being that is scattered in you, and like a fountain, I redirect them to their
new essence. I'm a kind of still that extracts each being's essence and gives it back pure, like liquid gold,
transformed into its new life. 

I show you the collected water, which is what flows in life. I channel it towards the centre of my interior,
and there I integrate it into peace and love, in that waterfall, supported by my own walls, my internal
canyon. 

After the acceptance and integration, the golden liquid, the purified essence of life's experience, is returned
to the earth again, watering a new moment, a new way of living and understanding your process of vital
combustion. 

You gather experiences, you filter them, you feel them and transform yourselves with them, you integrate
them and, finally, you transmute them. 

Your being, living the experience of life, is like a still that produces pure alchemy of the spirit, generating
life and a new awareness. You're water, you'reland, you're air, and the combustion within you, in your
stomach, is the fire.

Be aware of this way of functioning and begin to put it into action,based on this new awareness, watering
your new life with the drops of your original essence. 

Bless each drop as a synthesis of the wisdom of all your experiences, with serene gratitude and devotion.



SEANTHIA
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
146 X 114 cm

SEANTHIA - El fluido que aúna

The Earth lifts your spirits.

The water has information about all the Earth.
Each tiny drop that you drink has abundant information about all the earth. On entering inside you, they
belong to you as well.

You're the Earth, you're the water.

The air brings all this information as far as you.
The stones and rocks of the entire planet gradually leave their information as well along with the flowing
of the water, which washes and erodes them.
This information is in you with each drop that you drink.

You're rock, you're water, this information belongs to you.

And the water in turn knows about you, knows who you are and knows your information when you return
your fluid to the earth.

You see, We're all ONE.
Continuously updating the information.

I'm Seanthia, the fluid that unites.

FOSQUIA
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 X 33 cm

FOSQUIA - Suelta, respira y deja ir

Son o teu estado de ser cando non queimas o sobrante en ti. Cando non hai renovación e permaneces
sobrecargada de emocións e pensamentos innecesarios. 

Son un lume sen cheminea, sen aire, sen tubo de escape. 
Mírame! Veño dicirche que soltes.
Respira e deixa ir.



OGÓN
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 X 33 cm

OGÓN - El asombro de la vida

The amazement at what each day presents you with is the clarity of a clean heart, beating in unison with
the Earth.
Wonder at being and being here now, 
with all your cells alive, 
overflowing with life.
Maintaining the capacity for being amazed by the life that IS takes you to an internal space of shared
happiness and joy. 
It takes you to the union with life, with your life, with all life.
Blow your disconnection and...
simply live.

CLAMA
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 x 33 cm

CLAMA - La grandeza de lo pequeño

Small things are not insignificant neither are big things magnanimous or powerful. 
Small things are what you let slip away, that which brings me to you today. 
Small gestures, gazes, thoughts, words are the ones that end up building the reality that you experience,
by repeating them without realising, so many, many times... 
They go unnoticed, but they're what you should pay the most attention to, otherwise they'll dominate you
without you even realising it.

What is big is found in what is small. Meditate on it, watch yourself today and see for yourself.

PRINGLOOH
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
33 X 33 cm

PRINGLOOH- Eres el infinito

I'm a creature of the stars.
The infinite is inside you, feel its depth, its silence, its peace.
It's movement in calmness.
It's action in stillness.
It's a mind in the emptiness of thought.
It's serenity in the midst of turbulences.
It's anchorage in movement.
It's serenity in confusion.
It's permanence in the impermanent.
It's eternity in briefness.
It's form in change, mutable.
You're the infinite.
Enter.



ESTAQUA
2020
Óleo, impresión dixital / lenzo
146 x 114 cm

ESTAQUA - Sacar potenciales a la luz

I see you profound, based on what you don't see and is in your profoundness… and I bring it out into
your presence little by little. 

There's no rush. 

Serenity and giving your potentialities time to let them rise to the surface, until they shine fully.

You'll learn to ascend in the meantime,
from darkness to light, 
from the visible to the invisible, 
from what is hidden to what is revealed. 

I'm a creature of light that accompanies you for your greater good.


